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Affect sensing and recognition from multiple modalities and cues has attracted much attention recently, with
important applications in human-computer interaction. However, this research area is still in its infancy and it is
an under-explored field. There are many challenges faced when moving to multimodal affective interaction. For
example, ho w t o ac quire and annotate af fect dat a using m ultiple s ensors or m odalities, es pecially the
spontaneous dat a i n n atural s ettings; ho w t o effectively extract an d s elect r epresentative f eatures f rom
different modalities for affect recognition; how to synchronize data or features from different modalities; how to
select t he f usion s trategy of multimodal af fect dat a f or a gi ven a pplication, et c.. I t i s al so nec essary t o
investigate which modalities and cues are the most suitable for which application context. To address these
challenges, we have to adapt the existing approaches or find new techniques suitable for multimodal affective
interaction.
This special issue seeks to present and highlight the latest developments on multimodal affective interaction.
Submissions that address real-world applications are especially encouraged.
Topics of interest include, but are not limited to,
• Multimodal affective data fusion (including the user feedback)
• Feature extraction from affective data
• Recognition & synthesis of affective body language
o facial expressions
o bodily expressions
o gesture recognition
• Affective speech recognition & synthesis
• Personal emotion profile creation
• Spontaneous affect analysis
• Affective sound and music processing
• Design of affective interaction systems
• Affective loop in social robots/agents
• Affective user behavior/lifestyle modeling
• Evaluation of affective interaction systems
• Real-time applications of multimodal affective interaction (smart environments, entertainment, virtual
reality, affective wearables, education, recommendation systems, etc)
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